SURVEY FORM ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
Traffic, Transport and Highways
When travelling into Praze/Leedstown what problems did
you encounter and how could they be better managed
Have not found a problem. Maybe too many huge tractors etc, using our
narrow roads! Affects water pressure (old pipes)
Parking.
Holdup on roads, mainly the hundreds of tractors or cycle racing.
It is painful to drive down the main street but unavoidable if I need to get to
Helston or Leedstown.
Lack of parking, dangerous junction at the square, driving too fast – maybe a
speed hump or two. Leedstown junction is the same, need traffic calming, old
people have to walk down the street to cross.
Car accident involving motorcyclist needing Ambulance on Leedstown-Praze Rd
within 30mph limit. Cars travelling far too fast on entering 30mph zone – need
some sort of speed restriction motorists will heed.
-

The many potholes + repair patches of the roads in Praze . Also the large deep
tree not t at the gap in the wall across the road.
Also road surfaces already wearing into the previous surface laid down + some
wearing away into the second previous surface.
Those who ride in their large 4x4’s don’t notice this problem or problems.
More frequent buses to Camborne and Helston are required.
A footpath from Crowan to Camborne with a cycle path is also required.
No problems encountered.
Traffic on Fore St Praze – parked cars allowing single file traffic only.
Parking around the school.
Parked cars around the Leedstown crossroads makes it difficult to negotiate
crossing the main road – particularly those parked on the Townsend side
(Africa Row?) – very difficult when tractors etc involved.
Problem parking on the whole of Fore St, Praze – insufficient parking.
Solution – encourage/facilitate off road parking where possible e.g.,
compulsory purchase strip of land running down rear of properties on left ( as
you go up Fore St to Camborne )to provide off road space and rear access to
long garden where many residents could easily park. This would free up
“Communal” parking space on the road.
-

Bushes, Brambles and Trees, cut back not allowed to grow over pavements
(Thanks to Mr Henwood he did cut back over growths) at Praze!
Dog fouling on pavements School Road area.
Too many cars parking on the road, especially at Trethannas Gardens, making
it very difficult for Buses and such, particularly on the last bend where people
park right on the bend, it’s an accident waiting to happen!
Lack of parking- people parking longer outside Pub.
Need double yellow lines from Fish and chip shop back, stop parkers blocking
the road.
Walking along he B3303 between Praze and Crowan etc, is dangerous and
could be improved and walking encouraged. Ditto for cyclists.
Traffic heavy in the main street and too fast.
Traffic also to fast through Trethannas Gardens (animals have been killed due
to this).
Speed humps or camera.
I had to drive past a hideous traveller site that the Parish didn’t fight hard
enough to prevent.
-

Two issues relating to School Road, the unrestricted parking is a mess, buses go
through all the time and tractors – often no room to get through due to parked
cars – in particular, caravanettes, lorries and vans.
Also people drive too fast down/up School Road, as there is a school there
should either be a low speed restriction (and Policed) or speed bumps.

Paths or the lack of especially to our community hall (Townsend). We have to
walk in road. Dangerous when cars come up and down with traffic parked on
the left hand side at night.
Parking could be better at Praze.
There is no public transport between Townshend and Praze. (the only time I
tried, it involved 2 lengthy waits in Camborne between buses – it took me 4
hours!)
Main hill in Praze is always awful due to cars parked all down one side, poor
road, traffic queues.
Too much urbanisation!
Potholes in Trethannas Gardens.
Cars speeding up Fore St and not being courteous, just driving through when
another car is coming up or going down where there is no passing room.
-

Volume of traffic is huge at times.
Parking spaces are scarce.
People say about infrequent bus services – but to be fair most buses go
virtually empty.
Residents of village are all aware of safety issues with the roads – care is taken
and accidents are few.
However – road rage on Fore St is a daily occurrence with some people even
leaving vehicles to confront each other.
Parking – Could part of cricket field be used?
Traffic.
Parking, difficult due to lack of space for amount cars.
Dog fouling- (is now better).
Can be difficult to park and Fore St is always packed with cars.
None.
Poor bus service to Camborne, Penzance or Helston.
Would like to walk or cycle from Camborne to Praze but road is especially
dangerous. Why no footpath?
-

Parking on the road up the main street. It is a nightmare getting through the
village.
Bus service for my son.
Not regularly through loss of local garage.
Traffic on Fore St Praze, Not waiting and getting into small gaps, knocking
mirrors off cars, damage to walls due to the large amount of agricultural traffic,
not flowing through, road rage incidents frequent.
Traffic calming, or lights needed to aid traffic flow and slow down through the
village, and parking outside the pasty shop, causing blockages and near misses
with pedestrians.
N/A for me, but the lack of public transport from Leedstown/Townsend to
Praze is difficult for non-drivers requiring healthcare.
Through traffic – speed is too high. No speed bumps please!
Parking by the chip shop and the square also School Rd.
Parking
Not enough parking near P.O
-

Traffic flow in Fore St Praze, due to parked cars.
No problem.
I live behind Praze shop/P.O – driving out and up main street Camborne, Hayle,
Four Lanes
? 20mph limit in village centre.
Parking issues along the main road.
Need more regular buses.
Traffic through school road is an issue. It has become a rat run for commuters
to Redruth? People travel to fast near the school.
Crossroads in Praze.
Possibly mirror on plan for traffic coming down the hill – that is coming out of
School Lane.
The state of our roads in Praze, there is a desperate need to repair and
maintain the roads especially around the estates.
Speeding cars (speed cameras)
People not giving way (learn the Highway Code)
Cars parked to close to junctions (double yellow lines)

Car parking could be better.
The bus service from Helston to Praze is poor, needs to be much more often
and at better times.
Build a by-pass to right hand side of village.
Make sure cars are not parked in dangerous places.
Parking
Speed of traffic entering Praze from Leedstown is much to fast.
Traffic calming needed.
Car parking everywhere.
Develop a car park some were!
Traffic calming on Fore St
Traffic hold ups in the main street due to parked cars.
Parking along Fore St, Praze makes it difficult to get through if traffic from the
opposite direction do not give way. I do not know the best solution.

To fast driving through the village cars parked in the Main St (do something)
Lack of parking at Praze
There is no weekly surgery in Leedstown anymore and it is very difficult to get
to Praze surgery. I have to ask for a lift or call a taxi. This is expensive.
We used to be able to collect prescriptions from the Post Office this is now
stopped – it means another journey to collect this
Poor bus services.
I live in the middle of Praze and have a car! But most young people don’t, bus
service must be cheaper and more regular.
Bus service!! Affordable!!
Buses are infrequent and costly.
There are few if any amenities in Leedstown.
No problems.
Cars exceeding the speed limit – better policing.
-

Many cyclists at times appear to disregard motorists +pedestrians. Can’t they
be marshalled?
I live in Praze, so walk to shops, or drive if on the way or may be back from
elsewhere. Bus services are reasonable.
The new extended kerbs and drainage channels at the Leedstown crossroads
are a trip hazard. Low level pedestrian crossings with no gaps should have
been used. Traffic on the main Hayle – Helston road travels too fast.
No problem
The number of Tractors on the roads, which cause long tail backs of traffic.
Vehicles parked all along the main road through Leedstown, which also results
in poor visibility at the crossroads. Approaching from Townsend, vehicles
parked outside the pub and cottages. Introduce parking restrictions on the
main road and in particular at the crossroads.
Parking.
Parking is restrictive – none locals find the through route a challenge.
Traffic restrictions near the fish and chip shop – vision and access. Double
yellow lines near that junction would help.
-

None
Speeding in Station Hill and near Post Office.
Speed bumps on entering village.
Poor road surface – Trethannas Gardens which is a bus route!
Parked Cars – main street and on Trethannas Gardens.
Local bus services to/from – Camborne, Helston & onwards.
People Travel too fast on these narrow roads. So maybe a speed limit of
30mph?
Traffic through the high street in Praze is the only problem encountered. May
be Traffic lights might help?
NO problem.
Parking in Fore St Praze – it is like running the gauntlet. Also Station Rd. Traffic
have to mount the pavement if cars are coming the other way.
Speed of cars on Praze/Leedstown road when entering Praze needs speed
humps/camera.
Fore St Praze can get congested if busy as no one gives way also speed can be
an issue.

Lack of parking.
Better managed-----Parking bay in Fore St?
Private parking using the Pub car park on a fee basis?
Parking on end of street by chip shop – not enough room to be able to pull off
safely at the end of the road. There are markings but people keep parking
there. Lazy!
Praze main street is very restricted, due to parked cars.
Parking and volume of through traffic.
Speeding cars through villages and round bends. No one there to stop them?
We would bicycle if the traffic was safer and slower and speed limits were
enforced.
Cross roads in Praze quite hazardous – especially coming from past chip shop –
can’t look right due to wall/hedge.
Parking on Fore St.
Should be a road put behind the houses.
-

Cars parked outside PO and chip shop making it difficult to turn into the
corner.
Bus service not regular enough.
Congestion/pot holes.
Parked vehicles on main street obstructing carriageway.
No parking + communal car park for residents who have no off-street parking.
Single carriage access has now extended beyond Fore St across the cross roads
up Station Hill making progress very difficult at peak times.
Speed restrictions and some responsibility on cyclists to give way. Policing
current policy on tractor use on main roads i.e. giving way following traffic
build up.
Never had a problem, sometimes parking is an issue as I visit my friend in the
village so I often come by motorbike (for parking)
Cars parked on pavement outside Leedstown Post Office. Ask owners of cars to
park appropriately.
Parking.
-

I don’t go to Praze as parking is difficult.
I live in Nancegollan and the road down Southview Terrace, Drym Rd is a
nightmare in the last 2 years 3 children have been hit 2 dogs killed and
numerous cats killed from speeding cars. All we want is 2 speed bumps outside
the entrances to the children’s park.
Trying to get passed parked cars when buses and tractors are coming the other
way – alternative parking areas perhaps?
Lack of affordable public transport.
Pot holes. Fix the road.
Main problem is traffic on Fore St, you can be going uphill towards Camborne
and many cars waiting to go downhill will not wait. With cars parked on left
side of road. I think they expect you to sprout wings or stilts so they can go
underneath you.
Parking in main street is unsafe, parking on the junction of Trerice Fields is
extremely dangerous tom both car users and pedestrians.
None.
Lack of short stay parking (30 min pull ins).
-

Narrowness of the lanes – hard to see how this could be improved!
No problems.
There is no dedicated parking area outside my home and in past years have
had my car severely damaged by passing cars/tractors.
There is also a speed issue – speed humps would be good!
To many tractors driving to fast and cars.
No public transport between Leedstown and Praze doctors surgery. Change a
bus route.
I am 69yrs old, diabetic and to get to the Praze Surgery from Leedstown costs
me £6.20 each time. I am a Pensioner and money is TIGHT!! We have no public
transport from Leedstown to Praze and it is a NIGHTMARE to say the least. I do
not have a CAR.
Too many yellow lines in centre of town.
In Leedstown people park on the corners of the cross roads and on the
pavements that I have to pull out onto the road to see if it’s clear.
Parking in Praze.
-

The speed of traffic in Leedstown is truly frightening. When this was
mentioned to a local councillor he shrugged and said “what can we do about
it” indicating that nothing will be done or can be done.
Parking of cars and motor home from the school; to the village square of
Praze-an-Beeble.
There is very little parking in the village.
By giving house owners car space off road.
To keep roads safer.
You can’t get a bus from Leedstown to Praze Surgery – you have to get a bus to
Camborne then another to Praze and the same on your return – if you are
feeling unwell this is not good!
Speeding vehicles, particularly large agricultural equipment.
It was tricky to negotiate the fast cars in the Praze to Blackrock road.
Could we have a local walks book please?
Junction of Crowan Road and the Praze-Helston Rd.
No problem.
-

Parking in Praze. (apart from surgery).
Narrow roads once you leave the main road especially from the Clowance
junction to Crowan village.
Traffic congestion, needs traffic calming. Priority areas would ease. No parking
zones e.g. opposite junctions. Zebra crossing outside school, lower speed limit
to 20mph.
Roads not able to cope with volume of traffic, including through traffic.
Too many parked cars.
SOME of the double yellow lines in Praze are unnecessary.
Parking in Praze sometimes problematic.
Residents parking in Praze would help.
Too many parked cars in village centre in front of houses.
Traffic problems on Fore St.
Restricted travel and vision because of parked cars at the junction of cross
roads in School Rd Praze.
Double yellow lines with yellow bars on kerbs.
-

Travelling through Fore St and Station Hill is always frustrating, but we can’t
see any solution to this.
The main road by Leedstown P.O. can be very busy and it is difficult sometimes
difficult to park by Leedstown shop and by my own house which is quite near.
Traffic goes to fast through the village at times.
Parking – yellow lines outside chip shop are too short and make coming up to
the junction dangerous.
Overgrown paths – keep hedges cut.
Lack of public transport.
Cars parked in the road particularly Fore St which caused traffic congestion.
No consideration from vehicle drivers.
The crossroads at Praze. Improve visibility or traffic lights.
Cars parking up Fore St. In Praze – no idea how it can be managed better.
Very limited safe car parking in PRAZE!
-

Surgery open 7 days per week.
2 hourly bus service does not work for us – hourly service was much better –I
have to walk one way if going to the doctors or hairdressers. Bus doesn’t go to
Tesco any longer – if I go into Camborne I have to stay for 2 hours.
Traffic build up due to single file traffic on Fore St.
Lack of a regular bus service.
Bad parking in Leedstown on main road.
Speeding in Leedstown, a danger to pedestrians.
None
You have to have a car. Buses start after 8am and the last from Camborne is
16.30. No bus on Sunday. One earlier and one later 17.30 or 18.00 on buses.
Parking in the main street Fore St, Obstructing the main flow of Traffic in the
village, and station Hill near the shop. Fighting for priority to get through the
road, people won’t give way.
No problem
Cars speeding in 30mph zone in Leedstown.
-

Better Bus service – Old Chapel to Praze.
Parking in Praze needs to be improved.
Badly maintained road surfaces.
Vehicle speed too high.
Have never encountered any problems.
No Problem.
Parking on the road outside our property.
Parking on road.
I had to park a 4 minute walk away from where I live.
Take away some of the yellow lines at the top of the road in Fore St Praze.
Although we are on the main road, there is no bus service, we are a mile from
the village.
No bus service between Leedstown and Hayle.
So dangerous to cross over at Post office and Square.
-

None encountered.
Possible one way system through village of Praze.
No particular problem.
Trethannas Gardens road conditions are poor (potholes) also traffic through
the estate is too fast. It is a busy bus route and school route for children and
there is no traffic calming towards the surgery end of the estate. I know traffic
calming at this end of the estate would be appreciated by all of the residents.
Traffic bottle-neck from crossroads into School Road Praze, because of parked
vehicles.
Speed of vehicles passing thro’ Leedstown.
Car parking at Praze Street and Square and at Chip Shop.
Issue a few parking tickets.
Fore St. – I understand everybody wants to park outside their house, but the
B3303 is now too busy to allow this – off street parking or restricted at top and
bottom would help.
Inadequate public transport links between the villages and surrounding towns.
Encourage the use of minibus style public transport provision.

Parking on main roads particularly around the square at Leedstown.
I am also concerned about the amount of litter on approach roads to
Leedstown.
There are on facilities in either Leedstown or Praze to tempt us in that
direction – all our trips are to Hayle, Penzance or Helston.
-

SURVEY FORM ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
How can we encourage more employment in the Parish?
Difficult one, Throughout the country generally there needs to more
encouragement for individual and opportunities to be able to start to develop
new businesses.
From small acorns grow large oak trees!
Affordable small industrial units – Leedstown
Cafe/tea shop
Working Farm open to tourists.
Promote shops etc. to pull people in but give them somewhere to park cars!
By stop using commercial for domestic!
Roads. It should be the main item for parish to pursue anyone visiting wont
want to stop here with these potholes.
Car Parking. As the average house needs at least two places then the minimum
should be three. Also these villages of Leedstown and Praze should have more
double yellow lines. People are parking on the road instead of parking on their
driveways etc.
Housing, There’s enough low –medium cost been built in the area. We need to
offset this by building higher value homes.

Green energy; All the wind and solar farm building. So stop they are funded by
tax payers money only. So the Government can say to the EEC they they are
doing their bit on green energy. The schemers should stand on their own two
feet, as regards to money with no grants.
Commercial Developments; No good in supporting commercial developments
now when the EEC funded commercial site at Leedstown was sold off!
Also the old Cornwall Farmers site is being developed for domestic use!
Provide small scale industrial type units – small business including hi – tec to
make use of the very good broadband access in the area.
Locally based businesses to take on apprentices especially young people.
Cheap rented space for start up businesses.
Provision to relevant up to date information for existing and new businesses
e.g. transport links.
Campaign for improved public transport links.
Sort out superfast broadband – way overdue (in Fore St, Praze anyway)
Parish council to provide training/volunteering opportunities especially for
young people.
Extend parking areas.
Promote existing business in the Parish – they are the best advert for new
businesses and potential new jobs.
Good links between Parish Council and the local businesses/Chamber of
commerce.
Encourage residents to use the local shop, pub, post office etc so they flourish
and may be in a stronger position to continue/expand
-

Allow people to work from home or small premises without business rates
providing it does not incur any disadvantage to neighbours or environment.
Support cottage industries.
Leedstown is a village. Large towns in Cornwall could address this issue.
The infrastructure here as already stated is very poor.
A couple more appropriate businesses/premises in the area would encourage
local employment.
Infrastructure and access would be important and have to be carefully
planned/restricted according to type.
Revamp old buildings e.g. old Cornwall Farmers, have area out back cleaned
up, have a better social area for families to play etc. as when cricket is taking
place the playground is rundown.
Keep or improve amenities : - Public transport ( Buses ) make sure as we
increase developments, school can take extra children.
Stop any flooding make sure water can flow (Waste water, gutters etc).
Cleaned maintained on regular basis.
Young children’s play areas have more equipments. ( Praze areas poor)
Difficult question to address as rurality of location and therefore lack of a
comprehensive public transport network combine to work against people
getting to work unless they live on a bus route or have their own transport.
More cycle paths needed and soft pavement areas or off road paths so that
people can walk safely along the busy main A3303 and road to Leedstown.

Encourage industrial farms to employ LOCAL people only, not migrant workers.
Zero council tax for new businesses.
People in work to be prioritised for Affordable housing.
Housing is more important than employment – if people live here the jobs will
come.
Home working should be supported . High speed Broadband essential
throughout Parishes.
Encourage use of Brownfield sites.
Lower business rates for pubs, shops and small retail units.
Only through planned commercial developments providing facilities
appropriate for local businesses.
Only by encouraging and allowing commercial developments I suppose.
Stop the foreign workers being employed in favour of locals. I know not want
to work, but there are people that do and then turned down because they are
English.
Encourage liveable wage employment and apprenticeship schemes in the
agricultural and tourist industries.
If renewable energy projects are forced upon the Parish, ensure local people
have the chance of employment from the companies involved with
construction.

Improve the road to Praze i.e. straighten out some of the bends.
Too easy not to be employed – state benefit system.
Good living wages
Less overseas workers.
Better use of brown field sites, an example is the land adjacent to Leedstown
Church, which was initially designated for commercial use and is now waste
ground!
Stop all Immigrants coming into Country and the there will be work for local
and all that are unemployed here now.
More outdoor leisure facilities
Solar farm at Binner Downs.
To provide small business units for rent with high speed internet.
All our local schools are full. Provide more places for local children who wish to
move into the area.
Open an employment agency for cleaners, gardeners, house repairs etc.
Encourage residents to spend in the local economy.
Avoid tourist developments 2nd homes etc.
-

Try to ensure the facilities that already exist stay in business, improve
transport , identify and bid for commercial enterprises similar to the “canning”
factory on the Leedstown – Hayle road.
Encourage new business.
Allow new ventures on old sites.
Converting existing buildings to new projects.
Any company needing employees should look within the Parish, if they can’t
find what they they’re looking for within the Parish then go outside.
Public transport is very poor and restrictive.
Young people especially find it difficult to stand on their own two feet – no job
– no money – no transport until they can get to work and earn a living.
Perhaps local firms could advertise work locally – i.e. post office – shops etc.
Perhaps more live/work units like those in Nancegollan?
Homes and work opportunities in one?
Re-open garage.
Open cycle repair/retail shop.
Both should have apprenticeships.
Support small scale businesses.
Encourage low cost housing for locals.
-

Expand services delivered by Praze Surgery.
Create small business parks.
Employment needs to be encouraged nationally – paying a living wage and
provide regular transport to get to the workplace.
Reduce the use of migrant labour at peak growing seasons.
I think the best way for employment is for small business enterprises to
operate small self-contained units. The roads and parking facilities cannot
sustain large industry.
Commercial developments should be tastefully designed to fit into village
atmosphere i.e. the Deli, Hairdressers and fish & Chip Shop are an eyesore.
The Surgery is excellent design.
The former Cornwall Farmers and former wrought iron business buildings are a
total eyesore and I hope will be demolished.
To build more houses on the land available which is being offered and not
used.
Take notice of the younger generation and their needs, need for property to
live in which at the moment is in very short supply.
Try to encourage development through tourism.
E.g. – holiday rentals

-thriving pubs/restaurants, even out of season (we have a holiday home in
Praze and never use local pubs for meals in low season, as we feel out of place,
often being the only people eating.
-giving the people a reason to visit the villages, see above.
-craft villages/developments (not just one shop).
Encourage small businesses.
Encourage markets.
You shouldn’t!
Easier transport.
By not opposing proposals which would provide employment.
Make more small workshop areas available.
We live in the country! We don’t need industrialisation!
Better transport. It does not have to be just within the Parish.
The Praze business estate area next to the Doctors would be a great area for
businesses. Yet it is empty (unsure if this is due to high rent etc) It would be
nice to see a few local Businesses using it, instead of it being left dormant.
Maybe this could be encouraged? There is as well a hut (I think it used to be
the Blacksmiths, again I am unsure as I’ve only been here a year) But that

would be nice as a Scout hut or a club to that effect. As I think it is important to
have things for the children to do.
Allow residential building- creates work for builders, Allow commercial/small
industrial premises. Promote the fact that Crowan Parish is a central location in
West Cornwall.
Upgrade/develop small business units appropriate to the local needs of
residents and industry. I.E engineering unit, garage, farm shop, encourage
small business enterprises i.e., picture framing, food processing plant etc Art
group, fibre optic high speed broadband.
Ensure that any business premises that are sold/bought, those premises need
to be put back into use.
Can advice/ assistance be given to owners to do so or even threat!
Redevelop area around the old Cornwall farmers site – need outside finance.
Seems to be scope for small units with associated off road parking.
Encourage small businesses.
Public transport is a real issue, we cannot get to Hayle (unless owner of a car)
Unknown.
The Council should build houses around the Parish so that young people can
rent at reasonable rent.

This would create jobs and stop youngsters leaving the area.
Create self build projects with retired builders overseeing, who can volunteer
their services.
More affordable housing for families.
More services – shops, hairdressers, nurseries.
Fewer individual extensions/poorly planned/allowed through “on the nod” by
planning Dept.
Encourage single bed flats
By supporting commercial developments that help our infrastructure.
Recently an M.O.T centre in Praze was unable to continue due to landowner
refusing to renew lease. With the loss of 5 or 6 people losing their jobs.
Encourage more light industry on suitable sites.
By better transport i.e. buses.
Make good current business outlets.
The premises at the old Cornwall Farmers unit is tired and rundown. Will not
attract new businesses.
This does nothing to attract new business to the area.
It just as well be turned into attractive in keeping dwellings.

We love Praze; it’s got so much more potential if the developments are in
keeping with Cornish village traditions. NB do not turn us into Four Lanes!
Cheaper rents and Council tax so employers give all year round jobs not
seasonal/part time.
Promote Praze/Leedstown as main villages via Facebook/web with Schools,
PO, shops.
Employers only employ local people – give tax/NI breaks for doing so.
There are small factory buildings empty, perhaps some incentive to move to
the area.
Must ensure enough affordable homes are available for local people (young
ages).
Wages do not meet the cost of buying homes.
Will eventually lose young people to other parts of Country if not looked after.
Make establishing new businesses in the community easy.
We need a petrol station and garage.
What about a chemist.
Small clothes shop.
Support local shops.
Improve transport links/road conditions.

Reduce business tax for first time employers in the area or for a specified
number of years.
Give the local people first refusal on local jobs and should be given to people
with experience than on cost for the younger person who ould be unreliable
for work.
More planning for local growers of local produce to be sold.
Better use of old unused buildings (conversions)
By encouraging commercial developments.
By reducing rates etc on local businesses.
By creating jobs!
If the Parish really desire more employment then they should look ahead and
realise that this will need to be in the I.T. areas, our infrastructure is no where
near good enough to support any industrial development but with the high
speed broadband I.T. would I believe be possible.
Parish has no power or authority or money to support any employment issues.
Sensible business rates.
-

Ask CCC to lift restrictions on some plans.
Keep locals here.
Stop 2nd homes and make existing one’s pay full council tax.
Good question but don’t know.
How can this be done? Jobs cannot be made. It appears some people do not
want to work anywhere. But cutting business rates might help.
Make self employment easier to make successful small industries in the Praze
area e.g., small scale selling of veg/eggs, flowers, and shops, local market on
the green.
Crafts, e.g. a shared ownership shop in Praze for all local craftspeople/
artists/bakers etc.
Unrelated to the above. Residents of Praze would appreciate an annual paid
use of pool and leisure facilities at Clowance, without contributing to
timeshare. Reopen the foundry.
Appoint a Parish counsellor with responsibility for identifying opportunities
and liaising with business support and enterprise organisations.
By giving the businesses RATE- FREE PERIOD.
Use more apprenticeships it may encourage more people.
Not if the outcome is likely to be an increase in the areas already substantial
migrant worker population.

Improve road condition and address” pinch points “
What is happening to the old “Cornwall Farmers” building? Also the old “Jays
Gates” building.
Encourage an area for small scale initiatives- perhaps using the above buildings
if possible?
Better transport links to Camborne/Helston/Penzance/Hayle.
SMALL OFFICE UNITS – with facilities (controlled) Tel, IT & communications.
Self contained parking, landscaped to suit smaller technical type companies
(i.e. non-industrial).
I wish I knew the answer.
Encourage more local businesses and services. We have lost vital services in
recent months e.g., Village garage!
No point building more houses affordable or not if there is no where anyone
can shop or work in the village.
Firstly identify what sort work is likely to be needed in the future, for example
when the mines closed skilled workers lost jobs or moved away. When they
should have been employed developing new industries, such as wind power,
solar power, tidal power etc – what a wasted opportunity. How can we use our
assets to provide for the future? That is the question.
Survey of needs required.

Encouragement to existing commercial site owners to develop if a survey
shows there is a need. E.g. home based businesses, Broadband and internet.
Not sure.
Development of old Cornwall farmers site (which is an eyesore) for small
commercial /industrial units.
Essential businesses e.g. Fuel, MOT garage, bank, post office, taxies, my
Hermes drop off parcels.
Encourage local firms to employ locally.
Better bus routes to Parish.
I don’t think we can as there is no provision for larger employers and i wouldn’t
like to see any retail parks in the Parish.
Better transport links – i.e. smaller yet more frequent buses.
More events; such as farmers market and events at community centres, pub
etc. as well as improved advertising of these.
It’s just not possible without commercial development.
How many times has commercial planning consent been granted on the basis
of “bringing jobs to the area” only to have vacancies advertised out of County
for “previous experience”?!
A commute to Camborne/Helston/Hayle is viable for the majority of Parish of
working age.

Improve the road access.
Build on edge (or inside) of town industrial estate on brown field site with
small low rent , low Council Tax units.
Support Apprenticeship schemes for all types of work.
Reduce Business Rates.
Build industrial units for small businesses.
Encourage small shops to open.
Increase capacity in the Local School.
Open another doctor/dental surgery.
Better transport links and infrastructure e.g. Better broadband, less power
cuts, less flooding.
Small shops (newsagents).
Public Sector: - you cannot.
Private sector: - help them, do not impose burden of revenue generation to
pay for increase in expenses when support is needed.
Superfast broadband (fibreoptic)

By encouraging existing and future small enterprises to offer apprenticeships.
To have more building for residents.
Not sure if this is possible as there is a large agricultural business already in the
area.
Encourage local farmers to take on apprentices?
Better bus services.
Reduce the amount of immigrant labour.
Make it financially advantageous to move your business to Praze. E.g. Lower
business rates.
Employers should employ local people and NOT foreigners.
Get superfast broadband please.
Make better use of disused ex. Commercial property to bring in new small
businesses e.g. Jays Gates (Praze), Cornwall Farmers – some remain empty.
-

We do not think in our Parish more employment is possible without expansive
commercial development of which the roads would need to be made more
accessible.
Our Parish has quite a high employment of bulb pickers (daffs) which in the
main is not done by locals.
Council Tax concessions for new businesses.
Make suitable sites available for development with easier planning –
preferably “brown field sites”.
By allowing plenty of scope for small scale commercial developments in
carefully chosen locations.
Universal high speed broadband
Encourage existing businesses to have apprenticeship schemes.
Easy to access business start-up advice.
Superfast broadband.
Improve transport links – Helston railway
Develop tourist attractions – Helston Railway.
Apprenticeships in local businesses.
Incentives for new businesses e.g. reduced business rates, reduced council tax
for a limited period or until their profit margin goes above a certain value.
-

Cheaper rates.
Small business grants.
Help support small businesses.
Making affordable units for rent(Affordable rent)
Offer some form of positive inducements to land owners/managers in
employing the many “LOCAL” unemployed persons within Agriculture. This
would go a long way towards reducing the national debt burden; giving these
people a sense of self discipline and their position within society. Thus
reducing the costs involved in caring/maintaining social housing ghettos where
many of our misfits reside. Our society really needs to regain personal values,
mutual respect and care towards society in general.
Economic initiatives for employers, i.e. lower business rates etc
Favoured area status, Pure jobs i.e. manufacturing or high tech.
Keep commercial premises commercial e.g. former P.O in Praze.
Develop the businesses , we lost the local garage and Cornwall farmers, which
lost a lot of trade to the shop etc.
We need more businesses but run by the local people and premises to do so.
Pay more to people and encourage small businesses and employ people.
-

Upgrade Broadband/Wireless to enable more home working, IT systems –
Agriculture, apprenticeships.
Meet with farmers for their ides.
Improve public transport
Liaise with private companies to see if they can help costs/come up with ideas
with this.
Liaise with colleges re IT courses/ employment ideas. Electric power points (
advertise this ) for Hybrid cam e.g. outside the shop etc.
This is difficult as the main employment is agriculture unless we have small
industrial workshops created which don’t cause too much traffic use of our
narrow lanes.
I suggest the existing “Commercial” buildings in the village of Praze be updated
first before any talk of Investment and employment. You’ve got a beautiful
surgery slap bang in the middle of what looks like waste land and decaying
buildings. Not exactly appealing to any new investors!! If these were rebuilt,
restored into workshops it could offer opportunities to the young with
apprenticeships. A “newly refurbished garage” “a new farm shop” or a good
looking “upholstery shop” but a lot of work to do beforehand!!

SURVEY FORM ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
What types of renewable energy should the community
support/approve?

Don’t really know enough about this.
Solar
Water.
More solar panels on houses and outbuildings but keep fields free of solar
panels.
Any which is not funded by the tax payers!
Solar panels on building roofs – should be compulsory on all new builds,
including industrial units.
Solar panels on properties where appropriate, and build into “new build”
projects.
Small scale wind farms on outskirts, providing there is good consultation with
local residents.

Wind and solar, water turbine.
Residential Solar panels.
?Geothermal.
Individual schemes of Roofs and Houses and Industrial and Public buildings.
Solar Farms that are not highly visible.
Very small scale solar panels on properties.
Solar panels on all new build property Private and Commercial.
Any and all which will help to improve living standards.
All types.
Ground and air source heat exchange.
Individual solar generation.
Gas
Wave power.

All new houses have renewable energy – when it doesn’t cause visible scaring.
Solar, wind, hydroelectric.
None I think solar panels should be put on industrial site roofs, spare wind
turbines on scrubland not on farming land.
Each application would need to be considered independently.
Solar on houses, wind turbines and Geothermal.
Not large scale solar.
Photovoltaic panels on roofs of commercial properties only.
All.
Solar panels on roofs.
Solar panels on houses only.
ALL
NOT SOLAR PANELS.
-

Biomass, Wind and Domestic solar.
All should be considered.
Not sure, but nothing that impacts on how an area looks – no large wind
turbines.
Solar panels
Wind turbines – small scale
Solar energy.
Only solar – no wind
Solar.
Solar
All.
Solar farms.
Only small schemes that are sympathetic to their surroundings and are not
subsidised.
-

Wave hub – electricity.
None they tell us the grid is full.
Solar or wind in small scale on BROWN field sites.
Solar
Wind.
Biodegradable boilers.
Heating from geothermal sources.
Solar.
We are surrounded by water so use tidal/wave energy.
All.
Few small turbines
Solar.
-

Wind farms.
Garden waste recycling.
Wave hub in Hayle!!
Turbines and solar farms are hideous!!
Why is there no mention of environmental friendly renewable energy e.g.
geothermal etc.
None why waste money on something that doesn’t work properly.
Solar farms where not an eyesore to general public i.e. not easily seen. (Use
fencing to conceal).
Solar panels on roof tops
Solar on roofs of existing buildings.
Ground source pumps where appropriate.
Solar, turbines are not attractive and make noise.
I think any type of renewable energy is a good thing to support, so we can take
care of the earth for future generations.
-

Promote solar panels on industrial and agricultural building roofs rather than
on good farmland.
Lighting on streets, solar, private wind turbines and solar panels. The Beebleharnessing energy?
All new housing departments should not be permitted unless the roofs have
sufficient solar panels to provide as much of the energy as is possible for that
building.
Thermal.
Neutral.
None
As most land within the parish is used for Agriculture or small light industry. I
do not believe that any official support from Parish council would be beneficial
to the Parish.
New build residential and commercial, consider incorporating from outset –
photo voltaic roof tiles? Heat pumps? But also maximise energy saving in
overall construction
Wind and solar within reason.
Thermal

Roof solar.
Solar Panels on roof only.
Clean energy if possible?
All.
Wind Farms
Waves, small scale wind & solar.
Wave hub.
Solar
None
Small scale, solar and wind – P.5
Small scale renewable.
-

Domestic solar panels.
Viable ones that have the most output: least impact on land production and
landscape ratio.
Solar, Wind.
None.
Solar, tidal.
Solar
Large scale solar farms.
None.
All.
Wind and solar.
Geothermal energy.
Solar power.

Solar and wind – on an appropriate scale (small form).
Solar panels.
None.
Bio Mass.
Solar panels.
Wind turbines, solar panels.
All projects should be assessed on merit.
All, providing local impact is not unreasonable.
Solar panels on village halls/other public buildings for benefit of local people.
Water power – rivers.
Small scale solar farms.
-

Any unsightly on a large scale. What happened to wave power at Hayle?
Domestic solar. Small low grade wind turbines. No large scale here.
Domestic solar.
Solar panels on roofs of houses.
Whatever is pollution free and cost effective.
More green energy – heat source, solar, wind.
Wind and solar. Small scale or individual property.
Wind Solar on a small scale.Solar gives payback after 20 years – I’ll be dead! Smaller wind turbines may be
better in our windy area.
Solar
Solar panels.
Solar

None
Hydro, geothermal, small scale solar.
All types.
Wave hub at Hayle
Most except Fracking.
Wind
Solar panels on roof- own choice, not detrimental to others living.
Solar on domestic roofs.
Solar/wind.
Solar
New builds to have ground source heat pumps (or similar) and grey water
systems.
-

Any.
Solar panels.
Photovoltaic (solar) cells –ONLY on roofs where as little visual impact is made
as possible.
NOT large solar panels.
Solar
Rooftop panels and wood burners.
Solar panels on houses.
Water power.
Solar/wind.
Solar panels on all new buildings/roof. Non on fields.
No more wind farms or solar panels in fields. These have ruined the beautiful
Cornish landscape.
Any that improves our lives and that of future generations.
Solar and wind power.

Solar and wind turbines
Hydro electric all others cannot produce required amounts.
Solar panels
Small solar farms
Domestic solar on new roofs especially.
None
Only those that benefit the Local Community.
Small solar farms.
Biomass (utilise woodlands).
Small solar panels.
Wave power.
-

Small scale wind turbines and small scale solar sites.
Small solar installations and all wind turbines.
Use of bio digesters.
Solar, biomass systems.
Solar and wind.
More recycling.
Solar and wind farms – micro hydro.
If any solar not wind.
ONLY solar panels on individual homes.
Solar, wind.
Solar wind.
Anything small scale that doesn’t impinge too much on a) the view b) the
appearance of buildings.

Anything subject to further information and debate.
Ground/air source, wind, solar
Solar, Biomass.
Wave power.
Hydro-electric.
Tidal power.
Solar power.
Solar panels on roofs of new builds.
Wind, solar.
Individual wind turbines.
Solar – wave/wind power from sea.
Solar, wind, tide, recycle.

Individual solar panels, eco houses.
Solar for buildings. Would include tidal if we had a Parish coastline.
Solar and wind in proportionate terms.
All.
Roof top solar panels
Solar on all public and Parish buildings.
What is there? –Solar, Wind turbines.Hybrid/ Electric cars – More free charge electricity points.
Solar panels on properties.
Small solar energy forms. Small wind turbine farms.
Solar
Air ground source

None.
Wind turbine only, Solar on roofs, No Solar on fields – madness.
The Government will be paying Farmers to rip them up in the future to grow
food.

SURVEY FORM ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
How could the fields and play areas managed by the Parish
Council be improved?
Make sure there is regular maintenance
Picnic tables in picnic areas.
Some new equipment and somewhere better to sit.
Stop dogs in Leedstown playing fields, put up signs saying so.
Ensure maintenance continues.
Get them cut + the hedges+ surrounding area so that they look+ are more
pleasing for people to use.
Ask the children of the parish, they will have lots of ideas.
Yes I am not anti dog but, the play areas are all used for dog walking and their
relief.
Keep footpaths/bridle path cleared and improve way marking.

Much improved litter collection/provision of bins in public spaces.
Actively pursue dog owners who allow their dogs to dump everywhere (Fore St
Praze is bad at times).
The skateboard park in Leedstown was a complete waste of money. Used as a
car park by the football team.
Make bigger areas.
They are just fine as they are.
Do a site meeting of council especially at Praze.
Interest in play equipment.
Stringent dog fouling policy – ban dogs.
Litter picking.
Satisfied.
By providing a play area in Townshend.
More regular cutting of play area.
-

No knowledge of these.
By supporting the organisations such as the Cricket Club who do a fantastic job
of maintaining the cricket field and surrounding areas at Praze.
Perhaps a skate park for the young people of the village.
What about a joint facility for both cricket and football and then other sports
like tennis, netball could get established and provide exercise and enjoyment
for families?
What about an outdoor gym area or table tennis!
Sign posted to them.
Better children’s park in Praze!
Really need a playground for younger families.
No dog fouling.
New appropriate play area and equipment.
More updated
Better facilities at Praze playground.
Some seats around play areas fields.
-

All ok with current PC maintenance/ renewal.
Better control of dog fouling.
We need a proper playground for the growing numbers of young families.
Employ somebody to maintain them.
Didn’t know they did. Please tell us – you don’t have allotments so what do
you do.
Just kept generally clean and tidy.
Update play area, swings, slide, climbing frame etc. outdoor free gym like
Malpas.
Active dog wardens checking areas daily.
Better play equipment in children’s area by cricket field.
Once maintained other green areas I feel are adequate for ball games etc and
communal play for youngsters.
Covered barbeque area.
Not involved. Unable to suggest useful proposal.

Praze – new equipment.
Better maintained footpaths, signage and better facilities for kids in particular
young people.
Cleaning up litter and dog mess.
Better equipment well maintained.
Those that are unemployed give them a job.
Cut the grass.
More money spent on them!
By having Parish park attendants/maintenance policed.
Maintained on a regular basis.
I think they are all quite well managed at present.
Keep them regularly maintained.
Litter collected.
-

Benches?
They are quite good already.
More signs for dog fouling.
Don’t use so feel unable to comment.
Kept tidy and with zero tolerance to un-desirerables presence and noise
nuisance.
A concrete skate area (scooters also) would be hugely popular and may even
provide interest in a business opportunity.
I think they are managed very well.
Maintainence!
Plan-more seating, Bins, Planting, Village/Parish Notices-improve board.
Cricket ground, court areas v. neglected, more poo bins.
Distribute news through a Parish newsletter.
Don’t affect us.

Keep fields free of panels and turbines.
Try to keep mud in the fields and not on the roads!
Not known.
Children’s play areas should be suitable for children of all ages.
Not enough knowledge to comment.
More litter bins.
The Parish Council take over from the Council the areas that are being
neglected. Engage the services of perhaps volunteers? Conservation projects.
Increase Parish Tax by 5% to allow for grass cutting and maint by a small local
private firm on renewable contract.
Keeping them clean from dog mess.
Providing car parking and toilets.
Stop inconsiderate dog owners exercising there by inviting the dog warden to
visit more regular. Could holiday activity on the Trethannas gardens plots be
encouraged?

Managed very well already.
Ensure maintenance is carried out.
Free, areas better managed.
More regular inspections
More regular mowing and management.
More seats for the elderly.
Perhaps more litter picking at the MUGA.
Yes.
Apparatus for children to play on.
Prosecute irresponsible dog walkers
Confiscate dogs of persistent offenders.
More swings and play areas.

Skate park equipment in Praze.
Benches, bins, vandal proof, all age appropriate.
Space for activities, shelters to hang out in.
Skate parks
CCTV.
Not sure.
Ask parents – children – schools – check safety areas.
Praze play area needs a slide and swings and a general make over.
Regular grounds men.
Proper play area for all ages 0-19 more for older children too.
Keep safe to use.
Play park in Praze needs updating to include a slid and swings.
Not to be over polluted.
-

The play park and basketball courts are in serious need of renovation, to be
honest the park is the worst in this area, even Pengegon has a better park!
Good maintenance & litter picking.
Not sure.
More money from Truro!!
Skateboard facilities.
In Praze there is no were for children or adults to socialise (park).
The only way of improvement is for the users to respect it and leave it as they
find it.
Better play equipment in Praze.
Ban dogs from fouling these areas.
Add to by putting multi use exercise equipment to encourage healthy living.
-

Get local people to take ownership of looking after them. Pride in their
appearance.
Cutting of hedges.
Enforcing speed restrictions.
Encourage people to form small groups to adopt an area to monitor and keep
tidy.
They are adequately looked after at present.
Tided up generally, re-painted and maintained on a regular basis, more
facilities for sports, (cricket, football, mini rugby etc).
Investment.
Management planning.
More playground facilities for children. At present not anywhere near good
enough for young children in the village. Existing “park” if you can call it that
needs developing.
New equipment in Praze- play area, (is hard I know)
I think the field is well maintained presently.
-

Renewal of (some) play equipment in Praze.
N/A
N/A
Better play equipment at Praze.
Better access car parking, toilets, dog bins.
Public w.c.
More planned events e.g. Fairs.
Extend play area.
Play areas are good! Perhaps more open space for all of the community to
access.
Skate parks?
Current economic restrictions require the current standards to be maintained
as a minimum.
Employ permanent maintenance workforce.

Not to be built on.
No improvement necessary.
Nancegollan is well maintained.
More bins and no dogs allowed.
Not really involved with this.
They are fine as they are.
They already seem to be quite well managed.
More amenities for young children/adults.
Maintenance.
Have better and more play equipment, including natural resources and
imagination for the children – look at Kimberly Park in Falmouth – that’s
fantastic.
Allotments.

No comment.
More amenities for the young adults i.e. skate parks and cycle tracks.
A toddler park in Praze.
Provision made to encourage local participation.
No experiences but play areas are important.
By providing appropriate leisure facilities.
Play Park could be improved.
Skate Park would be good.
Not qualified to judge.
Needs a new village hall – to play badminton and social events e.g. weddings
and christenings.
Rubbish bags collected frequently – stone walls checked.
More play equipment for children.
-

Community volunteers.
Provide litter bins, anti dog fouling signs.
Fitness equipment for adults to use out of doors – available especially to
retired people? Low income.
The play area really needs a park with swing and slide for the younger children.
The cricket field is great for the older ones.
More Police involved. Put it to the community before usage is approved like
here.
Encourage wildlife – plant more trees / wildlife ponds etc – Bird tables /feed
Here an agreed maintenance plan and not only repair when broken.
The fields and play areas are already maintained to an excellent standard.
Use of Volunteers.
More care, inspection and maintenance.
Retain persons to keep things cut and litter free.

SURVEY FORM ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
How could the rest of the environment in Crowan Parish be
improved?
Footpaths, lanes and other areas where people can walk freely definitely need
attention.
Flower baskets
Better roads/less potholes. More parking spaces.
Raise awareness of what we have, improve accessibility and provide onsite
information.
Not a problem in this Parish but holiday letting will increase if not restricted.
Praze is an old village, so make sure in future that housing developments are
within keeping of the village. I.E stone frontages etc or if not screened from
public view, not another concrete jungle.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
?? not sure – but checking how any new builds will impact on services and infra
– structure would be a place to start.

Encourage local group to “adopt “public spaces e.g. litter pickups.
Traffic calming in Fore Street Praze.
Support Praze Xmas lights group – they do an excellent job.
Encourage/set up a Praze in bloom group, and have “growing spaces” around
the village, (entry and exit points); a “grow and graze” bed, where edible plants
are grown and tended by the community.
Better publicity what is already happening.
Crowan School could be more involved in community/ environment projects –
pride in local area.
Stop dog mess.
Strong enforcement for litter droppers, dog fouler’s, fly tippers. Don’t let the
few ruin it for everyone.
The new development at Leedstown should be blasted to kingdom cum. Look
at “Yorkshire” or “Norfolk” and see how they produce houses that fit their
landscapes, history and environment. They do not build cheap concrete boxes
that stand out like sore thumbs and sell them to inward migrants to make a
fast buck!
Remind folks to keep gardens tidy. Hedges trees, bushes kept in gardens not
hinder pedestrians.
More dog bins for dog mess.

Sort out bridge and flooding in Praze.
Parking in Fore St.
Renew the surface in front of Deli on the Square, it is uneven and dangerous.
It’s time to tidy up the Cornwall Farmers store.
Leaving it as it is – why change?
Who says it needs changing improving?
If you live here you accept where you are and what’s around you.
Ensure road hedges be cut more, safer better for use.
Congestion on the main road through Praze is a serious issue and solutions
should be sought.
Provision of wheelie bins for rubbish so that the bags left out overnight and
sometimes days earlier do not get ripped open by cats, birds or foxes so that
rubbish ends up every ware.
Also a campaign to embarrass the selfish dog owners who do not pick up after
their dogs. I have always picked up after my dog – there are plenty of poo bins
available so no excuses really.
Would be nice to have protected green spaces and social recreational and rest
areas.
-

Litter picking.
Get something done with the old Cornwall Farmers building – it’s an eyesore
and attracts rats, weeds and rouge rubbish dumping. It’s a disgrace and this is
in prime land in the centre of Praze.
Educate people never to drop litter other than in the bins or take it home from
birth to grave.
The whole village of Praze is beginning to look scruffy and unmaintained,
disused, abandoned buildings i.e. Jays Gates, the deli. Old Cornwall Farmers
building. The weeds look messy. Parts of Trethannas look scruffy.
Land that children no longer play on is left for weeks on end and abandoned
land left by previous builder now looks a complete eyesore!!
As individuals try and keep the place around us tidy and not expect someone
else to do it.
Traffic calming in Trethannas Gardens and the use of yellow lines to make it
easier for buses to pass through the estate.
Increase Parish Tax by 5% to allow for grass cutting and maint by a small local
private firm on renewable contract. With more dog bins provided.
Dog warden, fouling enforced if caught.
Better mobile signals, Vodafone offer a village connection.
-

Less urbanisation!
Less mud and litter on the roads.
Employ a street cleaner, encourage more inter-activity within the community.
Enforce dog owner’s poop and scoop.
Speed limit along Praze to Leedstown road! Pavement and/or cycle route : a
dangerous road for non-motorists!
Crack down on pavement/verge parking.
Many grass verges look terrible because of being ploughed up by vehicles
being driven on them.
More wildlife space/encouragement measures for bees etc.
Keep tidy – clean.
Stop turbines and solar panels.
Not so long ago Leedstown school due to lack of pupils, was going to close!
Now it is overflowing.
You struggle to get a doctor’s appointment – hospitals can’t cope!
Do we need more urbanisation! (See Truro)
I have a feeling we are going to have it anyway!

Some more rubbish bins.
Traffic calming in Townshend as our pavement is very narrow.
Enforcement of traffic speed limit through Praze.
Get farmers to clean up the roads when they have left them in a mess.
Reduce/stop developments on former industrial areas e.g. old A.I. Centre on
Camborne-Praze Road Trevoole area.
Litter collected.
Biggest “Pain” is the traffic holdup going through the village. Parking is
necessary for home owners. I guess a bye pass is only solution but very
expensive.
More rubbish bins placed about.
Improve highway maintenance.
Good so far but more attention to ditches.
-

STOP poor planning decisions. Parish Council to take active part.
Pot Holes- Station Hill, Fore St, and Praze estate. Village signs- kept visible and
litter on Fore St. Dog Poo, Roads rarely swept
By constantly monitoring.
The roads are full of litter, particularly in hedges that cannot be swept.
Slowing down traffic.
Please drive carefully through our village signs + flowers by signs. No parking
areas – near plan + front of pub area. No dog fouling signs + regular road
sweeping.
Maintenance of road hedges is very poor as they are only trimmed to a height
of 1.5metres. This results in larger vehicles being forced to drive over the
centre of the road. In the long term this is not cost effective because a simple
hedge trimming operation will need to be replaced by tree surgeons and chain
saws with resultant road closures while the work is carried out.
Signage of Bridle ways.
Prosecution of those who allow dogs to foul without picking up on pavements
especially in area of Crown School.
-

A fine imposed on litter louts!
Dog fouling is a major issue and needs to be properly addressed.
More signs for dog fouling, also litter, Trethannas Lane have not improved.
Public footpaths and Bridleways to be improved and maintained.
Encourage responsibility within the community.
Speed restrictions on all roads.
Support small charities like sustrust who constantly work for future
generations.
Discourage litter. Education in schools about litter, and encourage students to
share with parents. Occasional community litter picks?
A good sized village hall for clubs, sports meetings etc would improve social
interaction (- an example being Townsend village hall )
We need to keep it as now a village area.
Better bus service, shop, play area.
-

More managed areas.
Flowers and bunting through village.
Always keep tradition and taste in mind with the village development.
I love it as it is, except perhaps the muddy roads.
Keep up toilets and cleaning of roads and emptying of bins.
Better road maintenance and pathways.
Good maintenance of roads, road signs, ditches, hedges etc.
We are very happy with where we live.
Could footpaths be moved to the edges of fields rather than cut across the
middle of a crop?
A footpath from Praze to Camborne.
Making residents and visitors aware of their responsibilities e.g. concerning
litter and noise.
More social activities.
-

Clean the streets.
Parking.
Infrastructure sorted before building of houses
No money invested in areas of high usage – parks, bridleways & footpaths.
More pavements and safe routes for cyclists.
More money from Truro!!
More litter bins beside schools, instructions for use.
Maintain hedge rows; ensure rubbish cleared up if dropped along roads and
footpaths.
Allotments.
Smokeless area.
I actually think that our area is fine as it is.
-

The only way of improvement is for the users to respect it and leave it as they
find it.
More enforcement on dog fouling and littering.
Less mud on road.
By getting youngsters more involved.
Keep it neat and tidy, have plenty of attractive planting/flowers the green
always looks good.
To address the growth of containers/ temporary structures what are set up
without approval and over time become permanent.
Kept Tidy
For me the BIG ISSUE, everyday, is seeing black plastic from Farms and plastic
containers mainly dropped from the recycle van, on the roads and verges.
More usage of local Village Hall Facilities social clubs for Seniors, Dance
Instruction for girls, Judo/Karate Club. Any other type of usage.
Keep all footpaths clear in summer.
Helston branch line opened for walking/cycling.

We need to do something about all the empty commercial property/privately
around and not being used.
Not sure really.
Encourage residents to pick up litter and dog mess.
Trees by road felled/cut back – had tree fall on our car 2 months ago –
Clowance walls repaired.
Old railway line made into cycle track/footpath.
Look at flooding issues on footpath/bridleway leading from Treffua to
Leedstown road.
Plant more trees and create more areas of outstanding natural beauty.
Does it need improving? Rural is Rural.
Like most of Cornwall hedges and roads are covered in litter and fly tipping – I
don’t know the answer but it spoils our environment.
Map references on way signs so damage etc. may be easily reported.
-

Employ people to litter pick.
Total ban on travellers!!!
General tidiness.
Reduce low level antisocial behaviour and theft (remains a problem in
Nancegollan).
Stop fly tipping.
Setting nature reserves up.
Communication
Regular footpath maintenance, proper signage, re-open paths closed by
farmers.
Perhaps a little more street lighting/signposts.
Road sides kept cut back and drainage improved.
Cleaning and painting signs (community work)
Cycle ways with children off the main roads too dangerous

More nature places like Crenver woods
Tidy up Calloose Hill in the surrounding fields – no planning permission for the
rubbish there.
Improve better links for locals and migrant workers, better integration.
Maintain Carzise Lane, currently really poor, too much DOG POO!! Around lane
and SCHOOL!!!
Charge vehicles for parking on highways.
Restricting and enforcing a strict 30mph speed limit.
If people stop using the country lanes as litter bins.
Parish Council need to start looking forward to improve the area for the young
so they will stay in the area, not keep holding progress back in an effort to
keep the parish mired in the past. We need to change NOT STAGNATE.
Installation f litter bins at regular intervals in order for cyclists and ramblers to
dispose of their rubbish.
Litter picking of our hedgerows. – could be voluntary.
We like it.
Not so sure this is required, just good housekeeping by all residents.

Hedge trimming.
Litter enforcement, litter clearing.
Speed limits.
Think it’s ok
Not possible!
Trees and flowers.
No fly tipping. – Attention to rubbish – collection and build up in hedgerows
etc.
Improved roadside management, e.g. hedges, drains and highway care.
Litter in land collected – especially that scattered by recyclers! (i.e. by their
vans)
Excess mud removed from roads.
Regular litter collections and removal.
Encourage litter removal.
-

When migrant workers are en masse infields, ensure they take their rubbish
away + that their accompanying vehicles are not allowed to make the roads
LETHAL by having mud from the fields all over the road.
Limit social housing, encourage self ownership thus restoring peoples values
within a community.
Not much – in good order. But need to keep/protect agriculture conservation
projects that also include community.
Get conservation volunteers also involved.
I like most of it the way it is.
Ask the people who live there if they want whatever is requested.
Encourage wildlife – liaise with groups /farmers. RSPB etc to find best way to
conserve landscape heritage.
Yes if the land was used rather than stay unused and filled with too many
houses.
I think Crowan Parish is a delightful place to live and can’t think of any
improvements.
Use of volunteers, e.g. Litter picking, Speed limits on access roads to the
village.

No more / future development
Leave villages as villages!!!
Not allow car sales or parking on roadside e.g. Hillcrest – Trevoole.
Retain persons to keep things cut and litter free.

SURVEY FORM ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
Have you any other comments regarding the Parish?

Always lived in this area and proud of it.
Residential properties should be built on Brown field sites or sites that need
redevelopment. Should not uses up our valuable green/growing fields.
Parish councils need more support from County Council. It seems we miss our
local councils (Penwith and Kerrier) for helping to care for our area.
There may already be one, but a newsletter would be nice – speaking for me
personally having just moved to Leedstown.
Roads. It should be the main item for parish to pursue anyone visiting won’t
want to stop here with these potholes.
Car Parking. As the average house needs at least two places then the minimum
should be three. Also these villages of Leedstown and Praze should have more
double yellow lines. People are parking on the road instead of parking on their
driveways etc.
Housing, There’s enough low –medium cost been built in the area. We need to
offset this by building higher value homes.
Green energy; All the wind and solar farm building. So stop they are funded by
tax payers money only. So the Government can say to the EEC they they are
doing their bit on green energy. The schemers should stand on their own two
feet, as regards to money with no grants.
Commercial Developments; No good in supporting commercial developments
now when the EEC funded commercial site at Leedstown was sold off!

Also the old Cornwall Farmers site is being developed for domestic use!
Don’t let county or such overrule parish decisions!
Regarding by-ways: we need to use common sense and allow land
owners/property owner’s permission to re-route these when they pass
through a farm or garden. At the moment there are historical by-ways that
intrude on private property – go nowhere – but are sometimes used out of
sheer “bloody mindedness” when a perfectly good alternative is available. It is
very expensive to alter these legally for the owner but affect not only
enjoyment of that property but also affect security and insurance.
The traffic in Townshend is a major concern. I do not feel safe walking down
the pavement.
Really effective traffic calming measures should be put in place to slow cars
down and a greater speed limit imposed on tractors. Speed limits should be
enforced in all the villages as speeding traffic is a blight on all our lives and a
major safety issue.
Improved community transport for the elderly and housebound.
How about a local warden scheme for the elderly and house bound?
Before further new building is done at Leedstown the facilities in the village
need to be updated for the Council Tax payers. Mains gas and sewage are
essential. Calor Gas and oil is very expensive and septic tanks are for the C20.
The last round of consultation was badly managed. Nobody at the meeting in
Praze wanted the houses built in Leedstown except the developers and the
Council Members, the wishes of the Council Tax Payers was not listened to. No
consideration was shown to the wishes of the village.
-

HGV’S are now using Trethannas Gardens as a rat run which is a danger to the
children and are breaking up road surfaces.
Cyclists – Praze is on one of the main Land’s end to John O’Groats route.
Always lots of local/ national cyclists and groups passing through. Encourage
more use by them of local facilities, e.g. shop/pub/loos by improved signage
and opening hours. Also need cycle parking in the square. Good to see the
picnic tables well used in the summer months. Encourage more children to go
on wheels to school – bikes, skates, scooters done elsewhere.
Skate park open space for children to cycle, ride, skate safely. Need to consult
young people and what they want before planning it. Talk to Praze Youth Club.
Praze Institute – better promote what goes on. Keep it well used. Needs a good
clean and lick of paint.
Townsend Village hall – much nicer, cheaper to hire it better facilities. Learn
their lesson. Important for village the size of Praze to have good, modern
community space.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Good luck progressing any of this!
Good Luck !!
New amenities should be created but must be appropriate to community and
have a good chance of long-term use.
Heritage
This Parish has a rich mining heritage and we should ensure this is preserved,
information sought and disseminated and access encouraged. Suggest a
working group of local volunteers to research what is here.
Holiday Letting

We are protected from the worst excesses of holiday letting BUT as available
houses near the coast become fewer, we’ll find more and more interest being
shown in inland property – what can be done to restrict this?
Development and Facilities
Small scale domestic development can benefit rural communities and should
be encouraged – but they must be accompanied by provision of facilities and
amenities to support the increase in population, which would otherwise be
driven to travel to large centres, increasing pressure on narrow roads.
When you build affordable housing, do not take tenants out of privately rented
houses, to fill up new starter homes.
Considering the area is very close to St Ives/Hayle/Marazion it seems to be
very underdeveloped in terms of attracting tourists. Many provide a valuable
source of income for the area, so more refined/welcoming eating places, open
all year and all day, craft villages (look up Jinny Ring @ Bromsgrove on the
internet), more self catering, high quality holiday lets e.g. Barn conversions.
Praze is a wonderful village to live in.
The plan and the cricket field is lovely in the summer. My only concern is too
many cars through the housing estate. Oh and please keep the toilets open.
New build/ extensions must have solar panels.
No wind turbines in the Parish.
Better speed restriction signage enter/exit Praze + Leedstown.
Restrict parking on Fore St/ Station Rd, Praze to improve traffic flow.
Improve traffic flow around Leedstown/Praze Schools.

Well done Parish Council!!
Dog fouling on pavements – Trethannas Gardens
Litter i.e. Beer bottles, cans, black dog poo bags thrown into my garden
Garden not unkempt, it’s well looked after clean and tidy.
Local walking routes – well marked and advertised
Cycle routes would be a fantastic addition.
There are far too many foreign immigrants living in caravans in the Parish.
Force Clowance timeshare to manage their woodland – remove Rhododendron
to avoid sudden Oak death.
Would Clowance consider establishing a safe path for visitors and villagers to
walk between Clowance and Praze and vice-versa?
Please stop these people cutting each side of the styles, not great when you
have cattle in the fields.
There is a need for an initiative to promote and organise more local activities
within Praze during the year.
Maybe there is a place for a weekly farmers market and coffee morning run by
local organisations, as is successful in St Erth. It really helps bring people within
the village together and provides some income for local affairs, perhaps to help
fund youth support, Christmas lights, etc.

I have said yes to new amenities but would think more support to the already
ongoing such as The Institute, The Reservoir, The Cricket Club, Play area And
Football Club, instead of completely going for a new project.
Cycling a popular activity now. More routes would encourage healthy exercise
for local people.
Bike hire and cafe with parking, cycle repair/sales.
It is good to have the opportunity to comment.
Minimum of 1 parking space per house, off street (including garages) strongly
preferred.
Any amenity for lonely and disabled OAP’s to meet
Create warden controlled apartments in village centres, thus freeing up family
social housing at present occupied by single aged residents e.g. St Aubyns
Estate.
Would love to see a “Parish Warden” post created. Who could generally keep
an eye out for dog fouler’s/litter louts, as these two things are really spoiling
our villages.
There seems to be a lot of farm land/yards being used for non-agricultural use,
this should be stopped as many are just becoming dumps and are very
unsightly.
NO More unpainted pebble dash houses to be built/approved. Praze an Beeble
should be renamed Pebble dash-an-Beeble, horrible!!!

Cycling – on old railway route and a new pathway through woodland to avoid
lethal road.
Use of cricket field as dog walking area is enhancing social contact amongst
dog walkers.
Could Clowance open it’s grounds (woods) to dog owners (providing they keep
away from the lake)?
Could Clowance offer reduced rates to residents of Praze?
Covered seating area on cricket field for public
Existing facilities are excellent. Perhaps need to part of green to be parking for
shop, post office, fish & chip shop and hairdresser users. Area around cross
gets congested at times i.e. around the school bus times.
More housing is urgently needed as all the younger generation who keep Praze
alive will have to and have move away.
I would like to see a safe pedestrian/cycle route from Praze to Camborne.
We live in a lovely part of the Country, and the countryside is part of our
everyday lives. Please don’t let over-development see the distances between
the village diminish, don’t allow the area to become joined up!
When additional housing is built builders and planners should be forced to
create properties that are in keeping with village surroundings. Otherwise we
will not be a granite fronted village, but a huge expanse of magnolia washed
houses, I live on Trethannas Gardens, we have enough estates now like this.
Affordable housing is all this generation can afford, so let’s build them with
character and not cheap throw ups.

Village volunteers are working hard in the Institute to provide a youth club for
Praze children. Support for this as well as a skateboard & scooter area would
draw children from nearby villages, if designed well, and provide extra income
by way of snacks for the Deli & Cafe. It would also keep the children in the
village and deter them hanging around Camborne.
I believe there is plenty of room for cricket & a good piece of the bottom area
which could be redesigned (which is the swings area that is not often used).
Give this to the 6-15yr olds something to do.
Recycling areas needed, outskirts of villages.
More encouragement to use activities in excellent village halls.
Another eyesore in Praze is the land/buildings up for sale “Jays Gates” it is not
maintained. Kids and dog walkers use and abuse it which I have already
reported – it’s an accident waiting to happen.
Surely there are regulations about derelict areas – this has been empty for
more than 2 years. The only thing that has happened is someone has parked
an old wreck of a boat there. “great view”!
I will be at the events to see how things are going forward!
Thanks.
The parking in the village of Praze is getting worse.
Maybe the Old Cornwall Farmers yard could be turned into a Pay & Display car
park and yellow lines put in Fore St, Station Hill and School Road and traffic
calming measures put in place!!!
-

Schools and health care facilities need to expand in line with increasing
population as a result of housing development.
The Bus service in Praze is v poor e.g. it is impossible to get to Truro unless a
day trip is planned/ to get to Hayle or Penzance requires a long wait in
Camborne.
Encourage safe cycle routes. It is impossible to cycle locally in a safe way unless
you are very fit to cope with the diversity of traffic and the speed thereof.
It is still important to safeguard children crossing the Square at Leedstown.
Over the years we asked for a zebra crossing but this is never agreed, though in
the 60’s I did agitate and get the footpath down to school which is now
essential.
Parking on Africa Row makes it difficult to drive past some times.
More donations for developing activities could be given to Leedstown Village
Hall.
Plans are allowed through without proper consideration by Planning Dept this
wastes everybody’s time and should be stopped
Please get spelling and grammar right to create a better impression.
Thanks for doing this survey.
This is a beautiful Parish if everyone takes a small amount of care it will flourish
for ever more.
Parking at Trethannas Gardens, cars from Fore St, Chapel Lane are parking,
making it awkward for residents.

Recommendation, I’d limit or restrict development of the “Cornwall Industrial
Settlements Initiative” dated 2004 should be implemented.
If the question on cycle routes was referring to routes by the side of main
roads, then they can be a complete waste as there is no regulation to compel
cyclists to use them.
Any new residential building should have at least 2 parking spaces. 3 would be
desirable. One only needs to look around Trethannas Gardens to see at least
20 cars parked on the through road. There is today a requirement for business
vans to be parked over night.
Car parking in Praze yes.
Walking to and from Camborne is dangerous, as is cycling. Could there be a
route using byways identified?
Our verges are being ruined by large tractor activities particularly on the
narrow back roads. Whilst appreciating that Agriculture is important, the
tractors are driven far too fast and with little care for the road sides. Down my
narrow road the entire Primrose/celandine population have been wiped out.
Mud is rife on the roads blocking drainage ditches etc. Most of these are
contract tractors who have no care for the mess they leave. Also bangers are
placed close to residential areas- they should be banned or restricted.
More frequent bus service please.
I think that farmers should say what they want to do with their land, if people
were so keen to protect farm land, then they should support the farmers and
buy local.
-

This survey was posted second class on Wednesday 25th March at 7:45pm and
yet needed to be returned by Monday 30th March. As I was away
Friday/Saturday I could not look at it until Sunday – which in theory was too
late!
Townshend has no facilities/amenities except the village hall and a bus shelter
(which is on the side of the road that is rarely used for school children).
Bus times – to Praze
How much dearer would a 10 seater bus every hour be?
With the increase in technology i.e. internet etc. We are still waiting for fibre
optic cables from BT. They seem to have forgotten the village of Praze.
Would like to see more buses available to our community.
Would like to see neighbourhood watch reinstated.
Events that are for single person which covers age group
(E.g. teenagers, work age single people, retired person.)
Better public transport is required as the buses are very limited and need
special rates for people who live in the country.
More social activities all year round.
Please could you build a new play park where the old one is. I would love to
take my children there but it is so poor that they would rather go elsewhere.
-

Ensure there is enough school and classroom provision before building more
houses.
The fact that houses are built before education facilities are provided is
unacceptable.
Would love to see a community centre for all ages young and old to use.
The Parish Council should be complimented on its efforts to involve the
community in improving our environment.
Praze – Crowan seems to have the right balance: GP Surgery, Housing, Shops
etc.
It is a lovely village and there is a chance that it could be over developed.
New housing developments need to be sited on brown field – industrial etc.
before considering greenbelt.
Could the Dr’s surgery 1st floor be used by the community more.
Allotments in Praze would greatly enhance community spirit.
An area where older children can socialise i.e. skateboard park
Or
Park with benches for people to socialise and exercise.
Survey not received until 31st March.

Survey not received until 31st March.
Footpaths and byways maintenance is not effective.
Thank you.
The Parish Councillors should not have an option of abstaining on any vote.
They are electe4d to represent the people who elected them and vote
accordingly – not their own view but that of the electorate. NO ABSTAINING!!!
Look at the possibility of introducing a “Detroit Soup” type of event for
community improvements.
(SOUP is:a collaborative situation
a public dinner
a platform for connection
a theatrical environment
a democratic experiment in micro-funding
a relational hub bringing together various creative communities
a forum for critical but accessible discussion
an opportunity to support creative people in Detroit)
Have maps of local walks and cycle routes displayed in the village. Promote the
local history e.g. Clowance House dates back to Tudor times. Relevance of the
local family names etc ( St Aubyn) former use of local buildings ( the old p.o)
small museum.
History of pre history of the area + the mining past here, Praze/ Troon etc.

Prehistoric artefacts found locally (Neolithic). Promote and show history of the
newly re erected Carwynnen quoit.- slow down the traffic going through
Carwynnen close + Trethannas is used as a rat run.
The survey covers key areas but is not as broad as it should be. A
neighbourhood plan needs to address some wider issues such as;- planning for
a safe and secure and sustainable environment in which people want to live
and work.
Facilities for all age groups and sectors of the society and especially for the
older age groups.
Needs to develop and agree a vision for the village – what do we want to look
like in 10,20 or 40 years time and how do we see it in the wider context e.g.
the relationship with other villages, the wider parish and the local towns.
The plan covers a number of villages and within it needs to reflect their
differences and individuality.
Speeding through Leedstown is a constant nuisance and at times extremely
dangerous.
Mobile phone and radio signal.
Employment is vital, otherwise residents will be either retired or on benefits.
Encourage small scale businesses, incl b +b, camp sites, art + craft initiatives +
services like sewing.
Develop the area for ramblers, cyclists, vintage cars, motorcyclists horse
riders, etc. All of these already visit and pass through. Encourage them to stop
with amenities and info boards. A local tea shop with walking/cycling/horse
riding there?

An informal local market for local produce, e.g. eggs, fruit, veg, etc ( local
honey) like a restricted table top sale?
Wouldn’t a public covered area (roof, no sides) be great?
Develop a Country Park to cater for walking clubs, mountain bike circuits,
nature walks, information centre on a variety of subjects (to be chosen)
STITHIANS AREA would be great for this! or even from allocation near to Praze
which is quite central.
Youth clubs would allow youngsters to socialise and get involved in the
community.
Praze is a good place to live and bring up a family but there seems little to
provide accommodation for the village youth. A “chill place of safety”.
Amenities at the play ground look tiered and dated.
Poor and expensive bus service.
No young families appear to be moving to the village of Praze more due to
continuing price increases in housing and tired in places.
We also need another dog bin nearer the school however, some people,
judging by the amount of Excrement on the pavements do not use them
anyway.
Thank you for this opportunity to express my feelings.
A nice village but looking a bit tatty in places now.
Very happy to have the toilets in Praze village, especially with little kids and
events on the field/cricket ground.

Thank you.
Local connection for some new developments.
Improve the amenities there are before having new ones.
Great about Public toilets at Praze- defiantly continue to keep and buy if
possible.
New signposts in the Parish – speed and village signage, current ones are tired.
Solar panels on all new houses.
An advice office in the Parish for everyone would be helpful, especially now the
mobile library is going.
Farmers should be allowed to develop their barns to give housing for their
families.
Our main concern is speeding traffic through Townsend. They ignore 30mph
signs and need to be caught by Police monitoring. Usually the same cars are
doing it every day, also Tractors’ driven like racing cars!
Keep Parish select.
No over expansion.
No cheap/rent housing.
More local quiz nights.
Road surfaces need better attending.
Farmers to clean roads after they have put mud on them
Better drainage – areas still flood after a heavy downpour.

Drains checked to see if they are clear of debris and even if they are that they
are working properly – i.e. in the right place and actually catching water.
Thank you for the survey.
Just keep a check on developments for personal gain (profit only motive)
Affordable housing for local folk of the Parish. No Buy to let by private
landlords.
Adequate car parking and garden for each dwelling (2 cars per house)
Don’t shoe-horn 20 houses into a 1 acre site as it will lead to social problems
in the future (problem estates) + families.
Location of new housing estates is likely to cause controversy due to change of
character of the hosting area and the lack of infrastructure to support it. In
most cases newcomers are mainly dormer and do not add to or become part
of their local communities.
Some priority system on traffic through Praze instigated.
Some restriction placed on very large lorries/big, wide agricultural machinery
damaging hedges on back routs e.g. Nancegollan – Black Rock.
The amenities are barely used at all.
No more wind turbines or fields covered with solar panels, the ruination of our
beautiful County.
Public events to be held in the evening, so people who work are able to attend.
People who work need a voice over those who do not work and claim benefits.

Speed bumps in Nancegollan an absolute necessity before a child is killed.
Need more amenities/attractions to encourage tourism whilst retaining rural
environment.
Address fly tipping.
We wish that there was more affordable public transport with more
convenient timetables
More affordable housing.
Currently the Parish Council is a faceless group who feel that they have no
need to openly accept that their decisions have impact.
There needs to be greater openness and dialogue.
It might be quite good to have some sort of regular event such as W.I. market
where one could buy plants/vegetables/home produce.
Sorry we have not answered all the questions because we have not lived in the
area for very long.
1) I understand the Parish Council is relatively powerless and support it being
better able to represent the people.
2) Limit housing in Crowan Parish –will reduce speculative developments,
inward immigrants and commuters.

3) No new big estates – the Leedstown one is horrific!! (do you have no say in
what new houses should look like?) They could be estates in greater
Manchester – there is nothing local about them.
4) Go for full conservation status at Crowan Churchtown.
Water problem needs to be sorted very low pressure – South West Water is
aware of the problem.
Bus services
Doctors
Speed control in village.
Thank you for all your hard work.
No future housing development until the local back up services are in place i.e.
schools, medical facilities and transport.
Allotments.
It’s all very well building houses, but where’s the infrastructure, already local
schools are full and hospitals can’t cope.
The old railway track should be utilised as a cycle path rather than being left to
run wild.
This plan was delivered by Royal Mail on 25th March. This completed
questionnaire would need to be posted back on 26th March to ensure delivery

by 30th March. This was absolutely ridiculous. It is necessary to drive 2 miles to
deliver by hand.
Thank you for the opportunity to think about the issues of our community.
NO MORE FOREIGN FAMILIES IN VILLAGE OF LEEDSTOWN!!
Leedstown’s South West Water supply is ABISMAL! Sometimes a “TRICKLE of
water” the pressure needs to be better in Leedstown, plus we have had
numerous BURSTS and no water.
We have numerous Power Cuts!! (not good enough) it can be off for
sometimes HOURS!!
New properties being built in the village (all our public services and to be
seriously OVERHAULLED). This is the 21st Centaury NOT the MIDDLE AGES!!
The main (only) meeting room in Praze requires support in order for it to
survive (Institute – Fore St).
Main concern for the Parish is access roads, if this cannot be changed then we
should take care that no development takes place which could potentially do
harm to the Parish. The approach to Crowan village from Praze and between
Crowan Church and Blackrock is our main concern. Many accidents have
occurred in the above mentioned area.
Local plans need to be conservative until the County realise that Cornwall
needs to be building schools/hospitals etc. as the County is overloaded in these
areas. Until this is satisfied there should NOT be anymore development.
Make the developers build the schools provide public transport etc.
Better infrastructure is needed.

I believe it is important to maintain the area as it is and not allow overdevelopment.
It is important to conserve/maintain what is already here.
None of the local roads are wide enough to accommodate cycle routes.
Maybe this is just a dream, but is there an area near Fore St Praze where off
road parking could occur in order to reduce the parking in this road which
currently creates substantial traffic problems.
This survey was received one week only before the deadline for submission,
even though it states that the process of sending it out started on15 Feb. Come
to think of it, why – if the process of sending out the survey continues until 15
April is the deadline 30 March.
Dogs to be kept on leads at all times – fouling and running free on footpaths +
or farmland.
We’d like a pub in Crowan!
The council should be more open and transparent in its workings and more
visible to Parish inhabitants.
It would be a good idea to have Parish meetings in each village in the Parish
instead of just in Crowan and encourage the public to participate in these.
Why are some people allowed to extend their dwelling areas or new build on
their own land while others are refused permission or restricted on size area of
increase?

A regular Citizens Advice Bureau could be a very useful amenity.
A communal facility for five a side/badminton keep fit classes and private hire
would be good – something larger than the halls currently available in our
separate villages.
Retrospective planning should not be given – they pay no Building Reg’s or
Architect fees and always assume that planning will be given when the job is is
finished – locally all retro Planning has been given near here regardless of what
has been built – when applied for properly there are rules to follow!
Pressure put on County Council to provide better and more frequent buses.
I am extremely suspicious of this document and its true intentions i have had
little time in the past for the Parish Council that is, in my opinion, often
unhelpful and self serving. I shall be at the presentations and shall be keeping a
close eye on the website.
Renewable energy:
Solar panels are hideous and disfigure any building they are attached to.
Wind turbines are so vast they risk dominating the landscape if they are en
masse in a wind farm – but isolated turbines could be encouraged in
appropriate places.
What has happened to the wave hub off Hayle? That sounded promising – is it
still functioning?
Children’s playground.

This survey form was received on an unsealed envelope on the 30th of March
2015. The very day you require the survey to be returned. Does not inspire
confidence.
Encourage private housing developments in discreet areas thus providing
improved amenities and social standing of otherwise besmirched areas such as
Nancegollan, and its previously earned BAD NAME almost solely earned by
poor council housing policies creating ghettos for MISFITS. These people
should be helped and encouraged to become worthy members of society, not
herded together and fostering poor behaviour!
The main difficulty is public transport. Living here without own car not practical
if of working age.
A safe off road walking path to Camborne would be welcome.
I feel that the council do not listen to what people want in any village. You hear
about planning applications and some people feel that people have to say.
Police presence, speed limits and monitor 40mph in our village (not
monitored) speed + loud exhausts. Would like to see peace+ quiet +police
showing their presence. Understand lack of Police - not our fault we pay
council tax.
Whilst most of central Cornwall is becoming spoilt by being built over ugly
industrial estates crammed together box – like into houses. Ugly wind turbines
with their scandalous subsidies. Fleecing the general public. Whilst a few
greedy landowners and companies benefit! Crowan remains relatively unspoilt.
One day people will realise that this unspoilt beauty in an unusual asset.
Something to treasure and will become rare and valuable to all. We need to

somehow retain this, whilst thinking hard about encouraging the young to stay
via jobs. Crowan is the next generation’s heritage. Don’t let’s spoil it!
I hope that this survey will have some effect in the future, but I’M afraid i don’t
hold out much hope of this as I think this is just a case of the council looking as
though they are doing something and there will be no change at present and
no money to do it.
We thoroughly enjoy living in Praze- an – Beeble, (Clowance). We appreciate
the local shops and amenities, friendly atmosphere and the dedication of the
Parish residents and council.
Thank you for this opportunity to express our wishes and to contribute to the
future of this beautiful area.
The village does not require any further development. It is essential that the
essence of a village remains as a village community.
We moved here because of the village atmosphere which is now being
seriously eroded.
Not one member of the Parish council were sympathetic to the views of the
Leedstown residents concerning the size of the housing development on
School Rd Leedstown.
The council have lost a lot of respect and trust in this area of the parish.
Look forward to hearing more about the plans.
Thank you for this future development plan, to involve the people who live in
this area. Every good wish for the near future.

Housing increase must be matched to health care, schools, jobs etc.
Double yellow lines on junctions and enforcement of parking laws especially
around Trerice Fields.
We feel as a family who has lived here for many years that the community
spirit a village should have is nonexistent.
Safe walking route into Camborne.
A zebra crossing opposite Dr’s bottom of Trethannas Gardens. the little road
next to Crowan school as the traffic come round to the blind junction far to
fast as children are crossing.
Whilst I appreciate that the Church and Parish Council have been separated
since the mid 1800’s It seems a pity that no mention is made of the pursuit of
faith within the Parish – save for an image of St Crewennas on the title page.
It seems a pity that we have a new young forward thinking Vicar in Dom
Whitting to have the Church ignored don’t you think?

